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Hillary’s leaked emails reveal her knowledge of Saudi support of ISIS
Hillary Clinton secretly emailed in 2014: “We need to use our diplomatic and more
traditional intelligence assets to bring pressure on the governments of Qatar and Saudi
Arabia, which are providing clandestine financial and logistic support to ISIL and
other radical Sunni groups in the region.”
	
  
https://28pages.org/2016/10/12/clinton-email-may-help-preserve-power-to-sue-saudis-for-911/

	
  
Her failure to accuse the Saudi government publicly has allowed U.S. weapons to
continue to flow to Saudi Arabia and to ISIS. If the public knew what she knew, there
would have been a deafening outcry to cut off all arms to the Saudis, if not imposing a
total embargo. While the public is told the U.S. is fighting ISIS, in reality the U.S. has
been supporting ISIS through its support of Saudi Arabia.
The intel Deep State, Democratic leadership and corporate media are deflecting attention
from the damaging content of Hillary’s leaked emails by blaming Russian hacking with
no evidence. But If the Russians did hack Clinton’s emails, revealing her duplicity, the
Russians did the American people a favor by showing that the War on Terror is a
gigantic bipartisan fraud by capitalist ruling circles to invade oil regions under false
pretenses. If her emails were not hacked, then they were leaked by patriots who
realized the America people are being hoodwinked into disastrous wars.
This revelation is more important than the Trump disaster. It shows our problems go
way beyond the contested issues being debated on TV. It shows that both capitalist
parties, think tanks, academia, corporate mass media, Congress and presidents, past and
present, have been wrong about the War on Terror. The U.S. has been supporting terror
through its support of Saudi Arabia. This has been going on for 15 years, costing trillions
in treasure, creating millions of refugees and enemies, with no end in sight.
As former Senator Bob Graham tells it: “I believe that the failure to shine a full light on
Saudi actions and particularly its involvement in 9/11 has contributed to the Saudi ability
to continue to engage in actions that are damaging to the US—and in particular their
support for ISIS,” Graham told Patrick Cockburn in a 2014 interview. See attachment or
www.freefromterror.net for proof of Saudi government role in 9/11 conspiracy.
Those with financial interest in permanent warfare may not mind this duplicity,
especially when it creates an endless supply of insurgents and refugees which, in turn,
create even more reactionary political movements in the invader countries of the West.
Sadly, our military-dominated economy has prevented both parties in Congress from
ending this vicious cycle. What will Trump do? The answer to this question may well lie
with the resistance of the people.
Richard J. Ochs richardochs10@gmail.com
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Clinton Email May Help Preserve Power to Sue Saudis for 9/11
October 12, 2016 editor28pages 9/11, Bob Graham, Hillary Clinton, ISIS, JASTA, John Podesta,
Saudi Arabia, Sidney Blumenthal

Clinton with Saudi Foreign
Minister Prince Saud al-Faisal
A 2014 email released by Wikileaks, in which Hillary Clinton asserted that the governments of
Saudi Arabia and Qatar were directly aiding ISIS and other extremist groups, may help stave off
a Saudi lobbying effort aimed at reversing a newly-enacted law giving 9/11 families the power to
sue the kingdom.
The email, sent to Clinton presidential campaign chairman John Podesta, lays out an assessment
of the situation in Syria and Iraq and includes various policy prescriptions.
One of them leveled a pointed indictment at Saudi Arabia: “We need to use our diplomatic and
more traditional intelligence assets to bring pressure on the governments of Qatar and Saudi
Arabia, which are providing clandestine financial and logistic support to ISIL and other radical
Sunni groups in the region.” (ISIL is an abbreviation for Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant—
an alternative reference for ISIS, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria.)
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As Daily Caller’s Alex
Pfeiffer noted in breaking the story, the email’s format matches previously revealed intelligence
reports prepared for Clinton by her confidante Sidney Blumenthal. Though it may have been
drafted by Blumenthal, Clinton’s sharing of the material without attribution seemingly
signals her embrace of its contents, including the damning assertion about Saudi Arabia.
This isn’t the first time Wikileaks has revealed a Clinton assertion of ties between Saudi Arabia
and terrorism. In a 2009 cable, then-Secretary of State Clinton said “donors in Saudi Arabia
constitute the most significant source of funding to Sunni terrorist groups worldwide.”
The newly-released email is particularly significant because, rather than vaguely
implicating unidentified “donors” that may or may not include individual members of the royal
family acting independently, it specifically points a finger of guilt at the Saudi government itself.

Former Senator Bob Graham
The email validates former Senator Bob Graham’s previous assertions that, by classifying Saudi
links to the 9/11 attacks, the U.S. government helped pave the way for the rise of ISIS.
“I believe that the failure to shine a full light on Saudi actions and particularly its involvement in
9/11 has contributed to the Saudi ability to continue to engage in actions that are damaging to the
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US—and in particular their support for ISIS,” Graham told Patrick Cockburn in a 2014
interview.
Strengthening the Case for JASTA
The Clinton email leak comes just a few weeks after the enactment of the Justice Against
Sponsors of Terrorism Act (JASTA), which amended the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act
(FSIA) in a way that enables 9/11 family members and victims to sue the Saudi government for
its alleged financial and logistical support of the hijackers.
President Obama vetoed the bill and, though his veto was overwhelmingly overridden, JASTA
supporters are bracing for a determined Saudi counterattack in the lame duck session of
Congress. That counterattack will likely take the form of a new alteration of FSIA to reverse
some or all of JASTA’s effect.
Though JASTA explicitly limits its scope to terrorism and only applies to governments,
opponents—under heavy pressure from Saudi Arabia and the U.S. intelligence community—are
claiming JASTA will leave individual U.S. military service members vulnerable to lawsuits filed
abroad if foreign governments modify their own sovereign immunity laws in reciprocation.
In a statement issued after Obama’s veto, attorneys for 9/11 families said “a reciprocal statute
could not permit claims against individual U.S. officials, employees or military personnel, as
JASTA prohibits such actions…the inescapable conclusion is that the president’s rationale for
opposing JASTA has nothing to do with JASTA itself.”
What remains to be seen: Whether the revelation of Clinton’s assertion that Saudi Arabia was
funding ISIS as late as 2014 will strengthen legislators’ resistance to pressure from a foreign
government…and from an intelligence community that often appears to be more closely aligned
with an oppressive Middle Eastern monarchy than with its own citizens.

https://wikileaks.org/podesta-emails/emailid/3774
On Aug 17, 2014 3:50 PM, "H" <hrod17@clintonemail.com> wrote:
4. Armed with proper equipment, and working with U.S. advisors, the >> Peshmerga can attack
the ISIL with a coordinated assault supported from the >> air. This effort will come as a surprise
to the ISIL, whose leaders >> believe we will always stop with targeted bombing, and weaken
them both in >> Iraq and inside of Syria. At the same time we should return to plans to >>
provide the FSA, or some group of moderate forces, with equipment that will >> allow them to
deal with a weakened ISIL, and stepped up operations against >> the Syrian regime. This entire
effort should be done with a low profile, >> avoiding the massive traditional military operations
that are at best >> temporary solutions. While this military/para-military operation is moving
>> forward, we need to use our diplomatic and more traditional intelligence >> assets to
bring pressure on the governments of Qatar and Saudi Arabia, >> which are providing
clandestine financial and logistic support to ISIL and >> other radical Sunni groups in the
region. This effort will be enhanced by >> the stepped up commitment in the KRG. The Qataris
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and Saudis will be put >> in a position of balancing policy between their ongoing competition to
>> dominate the Sunni world and the consequences of serious U.S. pressure. By >> the same
token, the threat of similar, realistic U.S. operations will serve >> to assist moderate forces in
Libya, Lebanon, and even Jordan, where >> insurgents are increasingly fascinated by the ISIL
success in Iraq.

